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1. Introduction

My research focuses on geometry and dynamics, often involving moduli spaces like Mg, the
variety whose points correspond to the choice of a complex structure on a closed orientable genus
g surface. This space and its topological invariants have connections to the study of surface
bundles, families of algebraic curves, the mapping class group of surfaces, and theoretical physics.
One way to probe Mg is by studying the geometry of the Teichmüller metric on it. Teichmüller

geodesic flow together with scalar multiplication induce a GL(2,R) action on the Hodge bundle
ΩMg over Mg, i.e. the bundle1 whose fiber over a Riemann surface is the collection of all holo-
morphic 1-forms on the surface. In the sequel we will exclusively consider points in the Hodge
bundle outside of the zero section.

Such points correspond to translation surfaces, surfaces comprised of collections of polygons
with sides identified by translation. Using this equivalence, the GL(2,R) action on ΩMg can be
seen to arise from its action on the plane (see Figure 1.1). This action preserves the stratification
of ΩMg given by prescribing the number of cone points of the translation surface and their cone
angles.

Figure 1.1. These polygons with opposite sides identified are genus two translation
surfaces with one cone point of cone angle 6π.

Beyond improving our understanding of the geometry of Mg, studying the GL(2,R) action on
the Hodge bundle has connections to physics (e.g. the Ehrenfest wind-tree model and Eaton lenses),
low-dimensional dynamical systems (interval exchange transformations and polygonal billiards),
and algebraic geometry (covers of strata of ΩMg can be identified with spaces of Bridgeland
stability conditions; and Masur-Veech volumes of strata are related to the intersection theory of
Mg).

As an illustration of one such application, consider the problem of determining the number
NP (L) of (bands of) periodic billiard trajectories of length at most L on a polygonal billiard table
P . The following theorem, which makes no reference to the Hodge bundle was nevertheless shown
by studying the GL(2,R) action on it.

Theorem 1.1 (Apisa [Apib]). Let P be a right triangle with angles
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1We will elide over the subtlety that the Hodge bundle only forms a vector bundle over certain finite covers of
Mg.
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where NP (L)“ ∼ ”c · L2 means that

lim
L→∞

1

L

∫ L

0

NP (e
t)e−2tdt = c.

The link between billiards and dynamics on ΩMg is that each rational polygon, i.e. one whose
angles are rational multiples of π, can be unfolded to a translation surface (see Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2. The isosceles right triangle on the right unfolds to the square torus on
the left. The unfolding takes billiard trajectories to straight lines.

The GL(2,R) orbit closure, which we simply call the orbit closure in the sequel, of the unfolding
controls many dynamical problems on the billiard table. However, it is often extremely difficult
to compute the orbit closures of individual points, which is one of the main prongs of my research
program.

Problem 1.2. Classify GL(2,R) orbit closures in the Hodge bundle.

Solving this problem would help realize the “optimistic hope” of Zorich [Zor06, Section 9.3]
that the study of translation surfaces would produce a “magic table” of orbit closures and their
associated invariants. The crux of the difficulty is understanding the dynamics of every, not just
almost-every, point in the Hodge bundle. Developing a collection of flexible dynamical techniques
for approaching such problems is a second prong of my research program.

1.1. Organization. In the sequel, I will describe the following.

• (Section 2) The creation of a large theory, developed over four papers and 340 pages with
Alex Wright, which completes half the classification of orbit closures in the Hodge bundle.

• (Section 6) An application to a classical problem on the complex geometry of Teichmüller
space.

• (Section 3 and 4) A positive resolution of a conjecture of Mirzakhani on orbit closures in
hyperelliptic components of strata and an application to billiards.

• (Section 5) An analysis of the Lyapunov spectrum of the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle and an
application to showing non-compactness of monodromy. This work contains a solution to
a problem posed by Mirzakhani and Wright.

• (Section 7) Joint work with Masur showing that, for every translation surface, the Hausdorff
dimension of the set of directions determining divergent-on-average Teichmüller geodesics is
1
2
. Further joint work bounding the dimension of the set of directions whose corresponding

geodesic rays have Birkhoff averages that deviate from the ergodic average is described.
• (Section 8) A characterization of holomorphic sections of the universal curve over subvari-
eties of Mg containing a Teichmüller disk.

• (Section 9) Joint work in progress classifying components and computing the fundamental
group of certain moduli spaces of affine structures on surfaces called dilation surfaces.

I will also describe new research directions that build upon this work. Simplified parts of these
problems formed the basis of five REU projects that I directed, each of which will result in a
preprint, authored by undergraduates, that will be submitted for publication.
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2. Orbit closures in the Hodge bundle

The following is one of the results for which Mirzkhani won the Fields Medal and Eskin the
Breakthrough Prize.

Theorem 2.1 (Eskin-Mirzakhani-Mohammadi [EMM15]). Every orbit closure in the Hodge bun-
dle is an immersed submanifold.

Filip [Fil16] showed that these orbit closures are algebraic varieties. These powerful structure
theorems enable one to use the tools of geometry to study orbit closures; for instance by defining
rank (originally defined by Wright [Wri15]).

Definition 2.2. If X is a Riemann surface, ω a holomorphic 1-form on X, and M the orbit
closure of (X,ω), then the tangent space of M at (X,ω) can be identified with a subspace of
relative cohomology H1(X,Σ;C) where Σ is the collection of zeros of ω. The rank of M is half2

the dimension of the projection of this subspace to absolute cohomology, H1(X;C).

In fact, wildly different behavior occurs for rank one orbit closures vis-à-vis those of rank at
least two, which are called higher rank. For instance, rank one orbit closures are dense in the
Hodge bundle, whereas, for fixed genus, there are only finitely many higher rank orbit closures.
This contrast led Mirzakhani to formulate the following conjecture.

Conjecture 2.3. Higher rank orbit closures are components of strata or loci of branched covers
of lower genus surfaces.

The following result confirmed much of the intuition behind this conjecture.

Theorem 2.4 (Apisa-Wright [AWb]). If an orbit closure in ΩMg has rank greater than
g+1
2
, then

it is a component of a stratum or a locus of branched covers.

Since the rank of an orbit closure lies between 1 and g, Theorem 2.4 can be interpreted as
classifying half of all orbit closures. Proving Theorem 2.4 required over 340 pages of mathematics
spread across four papers - [AWc], [AWd], [AWa], and [AWb]. These papers developed the
theory for a systematic approach for inductively studying the orbit closure classification problem.

Problem 2.5. In [AWd, Section 6.6 and 8.6], seven tractable research problems are posed that
would meaningfully develop this theory. Solve them.

A partial solution to one of these problems, on joinings of Masur-Veech measures, was used to
prove Theorem 1.1.

3. Mirzakhani’s Conjecture and Hyperellipticity

Kontsevich and Zorich [KZ03] classified the connected components of strata of ΩMg and showed
that, for each genus g > 1, there are precisely two hyperelliptic components, i.e. components
consisting of Riemann surfaces that are branched double covers of spheres.

Theorem 3.1 (Apisa [Api18] and [Api19]). In hyperelliptic components of strata of surfaces of
genus at least 3 every GL(2,R) orbit is one of the following: closed, dense, or contained in a locus
of branched covers. In particular, Mirzakhani’s conjecture holds in this setting.

Prior to the proof of Theorem 3.1, the state of the art for classifying orbit closures was Mc-
Mullen’s classification in genus two [McM07] and work of Aulicino, Nguyen, and Wright in genus
three [NW14, ANW16, AN16, AN20]. These works crucially used combinatorial constraints

2We take half the dimension since work of Avila-Eskin-Möller [AEM17] states that the projection of the tangent
space to absolute cohomology is symplectic
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arising from low genus. Part of the novelty of Theorem 3.1 is that the techniques used to prove it
are flexible enough to handle all genera and to include information about rank one orbit closures.

Theorem 3.1 can be extended to ΩkMg, which is the collection of holomorphic k-differentials
on Riemann surfaces. These are tensors that locally have the form f(z)dzk where z is a local
holomorphic coordinate and f is a holomorphic function. Associated to each holomorphic k-
differential is a canonical cover under which the k-differential pulls back to the kth power of a
holomorphic 1-form (the 1-form is called the holonomy cover of the k-differential). Chen and
Gendron [CG, Theorem 1.1] recently classified the hyperelliptic components of strata of ΩkMg.

Theorem 3.2 (Apisa [Apib]). Fix a holomorphic k-differential in a hyperelliptic component. If
the orbit closure M of its holonomy cover is higher rank, then M is a locus of covers.

Theorem 3.2 suggests the following line of inquiry.

Problem 3.3. Determine whether the holonomy double cover of every genus zero quadratic dif-
ferential, i.e. holomorphic 2-differential, satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 3.2.

Since Ω2Mg is the cotangent bundle of Mg, if this problem has a positive resolution then it
would show that the only totally geodesic submanifolds of M0,n, the moduli space of genus zero
Riemann surfaces with n punctures, with respect to the Teichmüller metric are Teichmüller curves,
loci of branched covers, and M0,n.

4. Polygonal billiards

A goal of my research program is to develop techniques to understand the behavior of every, not
just almost-every, point in a dynamical system. One motivation comes from counting problems
in billiards. Indeed the orbit closure of the unfolding of a rational billiard table controls the
asymptotic number of closed billiard trajectories. For right triangles, where the unfolding is a
double cover of a sphere (see Figure 1.2), Theorem 3.2 can be used to show the following.

Theorem 4.1 (Apisa [Apib]). If P is a right triangle whose smallest angle is not expressible as
π
n
for an integer n, then the orbit closure of the unfolding of P is a full hyperelliptic locus.

Theorem 1.1 is a corollary of this result. Theorem 4.1 completes a line of inquiry initiated by
Kenyon and Smillie [KS00], who classified the right triangles whose unfoldings have closed orbits.
Two promising related research directions are the following.

Problem 4.2. Determine the orbit closure of the unfolding of every rational triangle.

Problem 4.3. Determine when the asymptotic counting formula (Theorem 1.1) for the number

NP (L) of periodic trajectories in a right triangle P can be strengthened to show that lim
L→∞

NP (L)

L2

exists. This is related to a problem on the equidistribution of circles in genus zero strata.
Determine whether similar asymptotics hold for irrational right triangles.

In Apisa [Apib], I established a version of Theorem 4.1 for all rational polygons that unfold
to hyperelliptic translation surfaces outside of a discrete set of exceptions. Such polygons include
parallelograms, isosceles triangles, and right and isosceles trapezoids.

Problem 4.4. Given a rational parallelogram with angles θ, when does every (not just all but a
discrete set of) unit area parallelogram(s) with angles θ have an unfolding whose orbit closure is
a full hyperelliptic locus?

At the Summer@ICERM 2021 REU, I directed a project in which undergraduates developed
a number-theoretic criterion to produce infinitely many such θ. The result is being prepared for
publication.
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5. Exponents and Monodromy

Over ΩMg there is a bundle H1
R whose fiber over a translation surface is the real cohomology

of the surface. This bundle is equipped with the Gauss-Manin connection, which is defined so
that local sections valued in integral cohomology are flat. Parallel transport by this connection
over Teichmüller geodesics induces a cocycle on H1

R called the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle. The
Lyapunov exponents of the this cocycle govern a vast array of dynamical systems, including,

(1) counting periodic trajectories in polygonal billiards (by work of Athreya, Eskin, Kontse-
vich, Masur, Mirzakhani, Mohammadi, and Zorich, [AEZ16, EM01, EMZ03, EKZ14,
EMM15,EM]),

(2) the diffusion rates of wind-tree models (this connection led Delecroix-Hubert-Lelièvre [DHL14]
to resolve a century old problem), and

(3) deviations of ergodic averages along straight line flow on flat surfaces (by work of Zorich
[Zor99] and Forni [For02]).

Given an orbit closure M, its tangent space determines a subbundle p(TM) of H1
R ↾M and

there is a splitting H1
R ↾M= p(TM)⊕W where W is the symplectic orthogonal of p(TM). While

p(TM) was known to have no zero exponents and a monodromy group whose Zariski closure was
the full symplectic group, essentially nothing was known about these questions for W .

Theorem 5.1 (Apisa [Apia]). Except for two exceptional orbit closures, if W is nonempty then
it contains a nonzero exponent and the Zariski closure of its monodromy is noncompact.

The proof of Theorem 5.1 resolved a question of Mirzakhani and Wright [MW18, Question 1.7].

6. The complex geometry of Teichmüller space

The universal cover of Mg is called Teichmüller space. Associated to each quadratic differential
in Ω2Mg, there is a Teichmüller disk, which is a holomorphic embedding of the upper half-plane
into Teichmüller space. A fundamental question about the complex geometry of Teichmüller space
is which Teichmüller disks are holomorphic retracts of Teichmüller space.

Kra [Kra81] showed that this occurs if all of the zeros of the quadratic differential are even
order (see also McMullen [McM03, Theorem 4.1]). Gekthman and Markovic [GM20, Conjecture
1.1] conjectured that the converse holds.

Problem 6.1 (The Converse Kra Problem). Show that if a Teichmüller disk associated to a
quadratic differential is a holomorphic retract of Teichmüller space, then all the zeros on the
quadratic differential have even order.

Given a component Q of a stratum of quadratic differentials, let MQ denote the collection of
quadratic differentials in Q whose Teichmüller disk is a holomorphic retract of Teichmüller space.

Theorem 6.2 (Apisa-Wright [AWa]). MQ is either empty, Q, or a full locus of covers of a
stratum of genus zero quadratic differentials.

The full results of [AWa] suggest an inductive approach to Problem 6.1 whose base case is
equivalent to a problem, described in [AWa, Section 8.4], about finite symmetric groups.

7. Divergence and Deviations of Ergodic Averages

The choice of a direction on a translation surface determines a Teichmüller geodesic ray in
the Hodge bundle. By the Birkhoff ergodic theorem, after restricting to the locus of unit area
translation surfaces, almost every geodesic ray equidistributes. One way in a which a geodesic ray
can fail to equidistribute is if it diverges on average, that is, it spends asymptotically zero percent
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of its orbit in any compact set. Curiously, regardless of which translation surface is chosen, the
set of directions that determine such rays all have the same size.

Theorem 7.1. For any translation surface the set of directions corresponding to Teichmüller
geodesic rays that diverge on average has Hausdorff dimension 1

2
.

The upper bound was achieved jointly with al-Saqban, Erchenko, Khalil, Mirzadeh, and Uyanik
[ASAE+21] and the lower bound was achieved jointly with Masur [AM]. Both proof rests on
quantitative recurrence arguments using the Margulis function constructed by Athreya [Ath06]
and the integral inequality techniques of Eskin-Margulis-Mozes [EMM98].

Problem 7.2. Show that for any translation surface the Hausdorff dimension of the set of divergent
directions, those determining geodesic rays that eventually leave all compact sets, is either 0 or 1

2
.

Let’s return to the question of when a Teichmüller geodesic ray equidistributes. Let x be a unit-
area translation surface whose orbit closure is M. Let M1 be the unit-area translation surfaces
in M and let µM1 be the probability measure coming from normalized Lebesgue measure on M1.
The measure µM1 is an SL(2,R) ergodic invariant measure.

If we fix a bounded Lipschitz function f : M1→R, then the time T Birkhoff average of f along
a Teichmüller geodesic ray ℓ : [0,∞)→M1 is the average of f over the segment ℓ ([0, T ]). The
Birkhoff ergodic theorem implies that for almost every geodesic ray in M1, the limit of Birkhoff
averages as T tends to infinity is

∫
M1

fdµM. Fixing ϵ > 0, let S(x, f, ϵ) be the set of directions
on x that determine geodesic rays whose time T Birkhoff averages do not eventually belong to
an ϵ-neighborhood of

∫
M1

fdµM for sufficiently large T . Heuristically, this is the set of directions
on x whose corresponding geodesic rays do not equidistribute as seen by taking Birkhoff averages
of f . Chaika and Eskin [CE15] showed that S(x, f, ϵ) has measure zero. In [ASAE+21] we
strengthened that result to the following,

Theorem 7.3 (al-Saqban-Apisa-Erchenko-Khalil-Mirzadeh-Uyanik [ASAE+21]). The Hausdorff
dimension of S(x, f, ϵ) is strictly less than one.

8. Marked Points, Blocking, and Holomorphic Sections of the Universal Curve

A point p on a translation surface x is called periodic if the orbit closure of x with the point p
marked has the same dimension as the orbit closure of x. Classifying periodic points is connected
to determining holomorphic sections of the universal curve3, the surface bundle over Mg whose
fiber over a surface is the surface itself.

Theorem 8.1 (Apisa [Api20]). Let C be a complex submanifold of Mg containing the projection of
the orbit closure of a translation surface structure x on a Riemann surface X. If s is a holomorphic
section of the universal curve defined on C, then s(X) is a periodic point of x.

In Apisa [Api20] and Apisa-Wright [AWc], the periodic points were classified for all surfaces
with dense orbit in strata of ΩMg and Ω2Mg. This classification was a central ingredient in the
proof of Mirzakhani-Wright [MW18, Theorem 1.1]. Moreover, one may deduce the classification
of holomorphic sections of the universal curve over finite covers of Mg as a consequence (this result
is also a corollary of earlier work of Hubbard [Hub72] and Earle-Kra [EK76]).
Intriguingly, there is only one known orbit closure of a primitive translation surface, i.e. one

whose flat metric is not the pullback of the metric on a lower genus translation surface, on which
periodic points are not zeros or fixed points of an involution. These are the golden points discovered
by Kumar and Mukamel [KM]. Extending work of Möller [Möl06], I showed the following.

3We will elide over a subtlety in defining the universal curve that actually requires it to be defined over a finite
cover of Mg.
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Theorem 8.2 (Apisa [Apic]). The only periodic points on primitive genus two translation surfaces
are fixed points of the hyperelliptic involution or golden points.

A natural problem is the extent to which Theorem 8.2 can be generalized.

Problem 8.3. Show that the periodic points on any primitive translation surface of genus at least
two with closed GL(2,R) orbit must be either cone points or fixed points of an involution.

This problem has proven particularly amenable to the efforts of undergraduate researchers who
solved the problem for the Veech regular n-gon surface (see [ASZ]) at the 2020 Michigan REU,
which I co-organized, and who developed an algorithm to compute periodic points of Prym eigen-
forms at the Summer@ICERM 2021 REU, which I organized.

As a final application of this work on marked points, I have considered the finite blocking problem,
which asks for the pairs of points on a billiard table for which every billiard path between the points
passes through a finite set.

Theorem 8.4 (Apisa-Wright [AWc]). If a rational polygon has angles different from 90 and 270
degrees and is not tiled by 30− 60− 90 or 45− 45− 90 triangles, then there are only finitely many
pairs of finitely blocked points.

Using results about torsion in the Jacobian of cyclic covers of P1 branched over three points,
Wright and I showed that this set is empty for triangles whose angles are integral multiples of π

p

for p a prime. In Apisa [Apib], I solved the finite blocking problem for every right and isosceles
triangle.

9. Future directions

9.1. Topology of moduli spaces of affine structures. Kontsevich and Zorich [KZ03] showed
that components of strata of the Hodge bundle are distinguished by hyperellipticity and a Z/2Z-
valued invariant related to turning numbers. However, in the parallel situation of dilation surfaces,
little is known.

A dilation surface is an affine structures on a closed orientable surface formed by presenting
the surface as a collection of polygons in C together with sides identified by maps of the form
f(z) = az + b where z is a coordinate on C, a is a positive real number, and b ∈ C. Just as a
translation surface may be viewed as a Riemann surface together with a nonzero section of its
canonical bundle, dilation surfaces may be viewed as Riemann surfaces together with a nonzero
section of the tensor product of the canonical bundle with an appropriate flat line bundle. As with
translation surfaces, dilation surfaces may be grouped into strata.

In work in progress with Matt Bainbridge and Jane Wang, we will show that the following
problem has a positive resolution.

Problem 9.1. Show that, for genus at least two, there are exactly two components of each stratum
of dilation surfaces, corresponding to the values of a Z/2Z-valued invariant related to turning
numbers. Show that the fundamental group of a stratum of dilation surfaces can be identified with
an explicit subgroup of the mapping class group.

The solution to this problem in fact determines the homotopy type of each stratum of dilation
surfaces. It would be interesting to use this work to study the fundamental group of components
of strata of translation surfaces.

9.2. More examples of orbit closures. It would be illuminating to find new sources of orbit
closures beyond loci of covers. One source may be Hecke eigenforms. Given a modular curve, a
weight 2 cusp form determines a holomorphic 1-form on its compactification. Hecke eigenforms are
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certain cusp forms that often satisfy algebraic conditions reminiscent of those that Filip [Fil16]
showed define all orbit closures.

Problem 9.2. Given a q-expansion of a Hecke eigenform determine the corresponding translation
surface and its orbit closure.

At the Summer@ICERM 2021 REU, I led a group of graduate and undergraduate students
in developing a program to convert such a q-expansion into a translation surface. A manuscript
detailing the algorithm is forthcoming.

9.3. Non-arithmetic near-misses. As Eskin, McMullen, Mukamel, and Wright [EMMW20]
showed, Mirzakhani’s conjecture (Conjecture 2.3) does not hold in general. One of their examples,
called the H(6) example, is rank two and consists of genus four surfaces. This example narrowly
misses having rank greater than g+1

2
, where g = 4, which would imply that the orbit closure was

a locus of covers by Apisa-Wright [AWb]. Indeed, loci of covers are cut out by equations4 with
rational coefficients whereas the H(6) example is non-arithmetic, i.e. it isn’t. Work in progress
with Aulicino, will show that the H(6) example is quite special.

Problem 9.3. Show that the H(6) example is the only non-arithmetic orbit closure of rank r > 1
in a stratum of genus 2r translation surfaces.

A solution will build on a similar statement when r = 2 shown in Apisa [Apic].
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